It is well known that for strictly hyperbolic operators one has energy estimate which is stable under a perturbation of lower order terms. Then it is clear that for a system of strictly hyperbolic operators the Cauchy problem is solved in C°° for any lower order terms. It is also known that the Cauchy problem for effectively hyperbolic operators is solved in C°° regardless of any lower order terms although energy estimate of those operators (measured in the usual Sobolev norms) essentially depends on lower order terms (see [4] , [6] , [8] , [9] ). Therefore in this paper we are interested in the same problem for a system of effectively hyperbolic operators. We shall show that involutive system of effectively hyperbolic operators (the sense will be clarified in the following) has the same property.
B*(x 9 D') which are classical pseudodifferential operators of order 1, 2 respectively defined in a conic neighborhood of (x 9 £') = (0 5 £', £') e/X (!T*C/\0). We are concerned with the following microlocal Cauchy problem , (1. It is known that />,(*,?) and pp(x 9 £) are hyperbolic polynomials in T P (T*Q) with respect to H XQ <=T P (T*Q) where //, o is the Hamilton field of * 0 , defined by <dx Q9 T> = a(Y 9 H X J for any Y^T P (T^Q) (see [3] , [5] Clearly (1.4) is invariant under a change of homogeneous symplectic coordinates preserving x 0 = const. To see our hypothesis more intuitively we observe that (I^H p~l~^) y vanishing in * 0 <0 and satisfying
/> M -/e(C° (/,#-))', WF(D'u(t, -) with d = d(F ly r 2 )^>Q /or any conic neighborhood F 2 of (x\ |') with
For the definition and properties of parametrices with finite propagation speed of wave front sets, we refer to [12] . Next we study The propagation of wave front sets. Assume a variant of (1.4) 0
There are / hyperplanes HjdT p (T*Q) intersecting in-(1.4)' volutively such that for j=l 9 
is a bicharacteristic of /? 2 (X f). We denote it by 7 i = 7'(x 0 ). Note In §2, we shall give a proof of Lemma 1. 1 which gives a geometric characterization of effective hyperbolicity (cf. [10] ). From this we show the existence of / hypersurfaces which play an important role when deriving energy estimate. In § 3 we localize principal symbol p i (x, f ) along / hypersurfaces and introduce a partition of unity associated with these surfaces. In § 4, we derive energy estimate for the terms which are squares of first order operators, and in §5, for the other term in an expression of /?'(#, <?) along the lines in [9] and [10] . In § 6 we shall estimate commutators which come from partition of unity. § 7 is devoted to give energy estimate for P(x, D) blown up of P(x,D), collecting estimates in § §4, 5 and 6. This shows the existence of parametrix in Theorem 1. [3] , it follows that a) and e) are equivalent. We proceed to the next step. Note that {/*,//} GO = l&> *M GO = 0 for any i,j. Renumbering f i9 if necessary, we may assume that . It is clear that {^Jfl} form a partial homogeneous symplectic coordinates and dX { (l^i^p-1), rf^d are linearly independent at p". Then we can extend {-YJfl} to a full homogeneous symplectic coordinates {-ST, -, ^J f=i so that p" = (0, ^i). We write (*', £') instead of (X',3') and hence we have With e k (x 9 f')=r*(*, e / )=r*-1 (^f / )^,4-i(?)f / ) we have (2.6),.
We examine (2. 7) 4 . It is obvious that (3 2 gV 3 ff) (/o') =0. For 1 ^ĵ SA -1 we have with some real constants a s that
The inductive hypothesis gives that (5 2 £*~V3cD GO =0, l^j^A-1, whereas from non negativity of g* one has (3 2 g*/3?5) G°')^0 and hence (3 2 g*/3fJ) GO =0 for j = l, ..., £-1.
We turn to the case 5 4 (gr) =0. In this case we put r k = r k~\ g k = g k -\ Noting that 4U( ? )£' = 4K?)e', ?(*,£') takes the form (2.6),.
It is also clear that (3 2 g*~Y9£*) (/o') =0 since
Thus we have proved that (2.6), and (2.7), hold. Next we solve Thus (2.6)^ and (2.9) give that
In view of Lemma 2. Since r p~1 (p / )>0 9 H(p')=Q and 2|£ (2) |^|£'| in a small conic neighborhood of p' it follows from (2. 10) and (2. 11) that
with a positive constant £. Finally we put
Noting that dty^p") are linear combinations of rf# t (l^i^s/0 and rf&GO=<f<W), &(*,£')=&(*, #(*, fa), £<2)), these /,., & / are desired ones.
We rewrite the conditions H f ,(p')^r(p p ,H XQ ).
This implies that In this section, unless otherwise specified, we use the notation in [12] , In particular we use pseudodifferential calculus in § 4 in [12] , Recall ?'(*, O =S /»(*, f') 2 +ftU, f 0, /yoU, f 0 =fo-« y (* f f 0. *=i Following §3 in [12] we introduce yj=yj(x, p), ^ = 7y(f»A £ );
<o (i ^j^p)
where 0</^^1 and d 0 -is Kronecker's delta.
Here jfoCO is in C°°(/2), equal to s on |j|^l, !;&>(*) | =2 on |j|^2 and O^'CO^l everywhere and & (j) e C7 CR) is equal to 1 on |j|^l and has support in |j|^2 and O^ftCOfgl everywhere. Let /, g, f be one of -l) 9 
Next we define F(x 9 ?', (i) by
It is easy to see that
We observe that when |#,-1 ^// 1/2 , |f y |f I" 1 -5^| ^/^ we have
with M^x^)^(^9px'^x tt9 ,ir l^i r l^9 ir^r) where *=(* 0 ,*", #"') = (#oi*ii *",**, **+i> "%*<*) a^d (£ 0> ?", ?'") is a corresponding partition of the coordinates £.
As in [12] 
To handle the second term on the right-hand side it is convenient to modify F, G slightly. Set 
Here we remark that (x 0 is regarded as a parameter) {L, 6} # 0 is in S(x 09 G fl ) and hence we may assume that
then it is clear from (3. 6) that
with a positive constant c independent of fi and ^. It is obvious that 
Let L rt (*, f, //), Gy(*, f, ,«) be denned by preceding formula with
It is easy to see that 
where
when n^!6 and for |a + /J|^l 
Clearly this proves the lemma. In these notations we drop ft (resp 0 p) when ft (resp a ^) is the identity and drop both £ and p if j8 = ^=i § 4. Energy Estimate for A 2 and L\ Let / 05 4 be one of /, 0 , /,-* (l^k^p-1) respectively. L 0 (*j £ 5 ^) and 1^ (#,£',/£) will be defined by (3.1)^ As mentioned in Introduction we proceed along the lines in [9] and [10] but we must be careful with negative terms in energy estimate which will be of the form 
Taking Q f = S+S i + g k in Corollary 4.1 and noting it follows that
Summing up over i, Ae/ we get *iWMl*+a/».o^HdoM!+rof or w^w, 0</^/Kflf^) 5 6(n,n,X)^0 with positive constants £,-(^). If we take Q, = £ + £,• and sum over ie/ we shall obtain a similar estimate. We summarize ;
where j = 0, 1. Next we observe ( 
' '
As shown above the third term in the right-hand side of (4 . 6) As noted in § 4 we proceed along the lines in [9] and [10] , Let Q be one of Qj (see (3. 12) ) then by (3. 11) we have
In what follows we use the following notation ;
where ReR', /z£(2~W)' and the sum is taken over k=( for any We next estimate the fourth term in the right-hand side of (5. 1) denoted by (//). We write In view of (3.11), (3.17) and (5.1) we see that r = E r y , fye^CX^f 7 )^^^) """""%&)
hence reS(X/*O nS * +1 ™(?0 ~" s "%^). Here we take j-y = l and hence ^l = Hence (IV) turns to . In view of (5.13) the first term in (5. 12), up to a constant factor, is equal to a sum of (5. 14)
\u where |<7(^5is) I ^£^1 /z with a positive constant independent of n, JJL when w^l6 which follows from the proof of Proposition 6.1 in [9] . As for /|(e)/ s (e)!f x the same argument shows that Recall that P y = -LJ 0 + i /£ + (£,.. 
The last inequality follows from (3. 13). Using this inequality, Lemma 4.6 in [12] gives that . We set following [7] Define V w (x,e',ft) by r»(*. r, A*) =/~v, r, /«) M,/}-ifl (*.
Our basic hypothese on /(#, f x , jw) is ; there is a positive constant d such that (see [7] ) (8. 
